Oreo Geology
Objective:

Students will be introduced to the geology of
Kachemak Bay, with a focus on the plate tectonics
that created and continue to affect the mountains
and volcanoes in Kachemak Bay and Cook Inlet.

Concept:

Students will gain a better understanding of
geologic forces at work in Kachemak Bay and
appreciation of how the geology of Kachemak Bay
affects intertidal, terrestrial, and human
communities.

You Will Need:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Oreos (1 for each student)
Pictures of Radiolarians (attached)
Tectonic Plate Diagram (attached)
Hand Lenses
Small Hammers
Cloth Rags
Safety Glasses

What To Do:

Introductions:
The cliffs near the entrance to China Poot Bay are
an excellent example of the accretion and uplift
of metamorphosed sedimentary rock. After a
quick observation of the rocks, students will
notice the obvious layers and "crumpling." The
cliffs along Outside Beach towards Moosehead
Point are an even more impressive site. A
geology study can also be done while examining
the cliffs in front of the Field Station, or even
indoors if weather is awful.
Groups can stop off at Shipwreck Cove to
explore geology during a forest hike. Groups
can also visit the site before or after intertidal
exploration at China Poot Bay. In this instance, it
is useful to highlight how important the rocky
substrate

2020 School Closure Adaptation: This activity can be

done with any rock wall (or as a general geology review on
how rocks are formed, and there are Oreos involved!)

is for intertidal organisms. Often, educators
split the students in half before or after intertidal
exploration and alternate between a geology
station and a cultural studies station. In this case,
it is especially helpful to have students refer back
to what they learned about the stone tools used by
Native people in the area.

Procedures & Activities:

Begin with a quick discussion of what geology
is. Then give students time to explore the rocks
(without climbing them -- chert is very crumbly!).
Have students find a comfortable place on the
beach to sit where they can see and hear you.
Explain how sedimentary rock is formed and show
pictures of the silica skeletons of radiolarians. Then
explain how Alaska was formed via subduction,
showing the tectonic plate diagram. Ask students
about other evidence of tectonic action in the area
(volcanoes, earthquakes, etc.). Finally, talk
specifically about how the radiolarian chert came
to be right here on China Poot Bay.
Radiolarian Dance Party
This is a fun (and funny) activity to demonstrate
the formation of silicious ooze. Begin with two or
three students as radiolarians in the middle of the
ocean, dancing around as happy plankton in the
ocean. After a while, conditions change in the ocean
and the radiolarians pass away, drifting gently to
the ocean floor as "marine snow." The students
should lie down on the beach (preferably not on big
pointy rocks). Conditions become favorable and
more radiolarians bloom, so choose 2-3 students
to dance around in the middle. When they die,
they too float down, forming a layer on top of the
previous radiolarians. Continue like this 1-2 more
rounds. Ask the students on the bottom how they
feel? That squishing pressure is what changes all
those microscopic radiolarian skeletons into ooze.
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Rock Studies continued
OREO Geology
After explaining plate tectonics and the accretion
of radiolarian chert to students, ask if anyone is
confused and needs to use your super-special
teaching tool. If a student raises their hand, reveal
the OREO, but make them swear to treat it with the
respect a scientific tool deserves, which means not
eating it! (If no one raises their hand, ask
incredulously until someone requests your help.)
Explain how the OREO is comprised of the North
American and Pacific plates with a nice layer of
silicious ooze sandwiched in the middle. Ask the
student to separate the cookies/plates, trying to
keep all the ooze on one plate. Whichever plate
has more ooze becomes the Pacific plate. The
student should then push the two cookies/plates
together, pushing the heavier Pacific plate under
the North American plate and scraping all that silicious ooze onto the North American plate. Have
the student show their mountain to everyone and
compare it to the cliffs around China Poot Bay. Ask
if anyone else is confused and pass out OREOS to
everyone, but make sure they don't eat them until
they check their mountains with you. You can use
the rhyme: "You can't eat it until it's accreted. But
if it's silicious,it's gonna be delicious!"
Rock Cycle Circle
This is a good activity to review the differences
between sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rock and also demonstrate how rocks can be
transformed via heat, pressure, and erosion into
other rock types. Break students into 3 groups.
Arrange the groups into 1 big circle, with students
standing next to the rest of their group. The first
group represents sedimentary rocks. To do this,
they layer their hands one on top of the other. The
second group is metamorphic rocks. They
represent this by pushing their hands against each
other to demonstrate the pressure metamorphic
rocks are under. The third group is igneous rocks,
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represented by throwing their hands in the air as a
volcano erupting. Place a chaperone between each
group to "transform" the rocks. Sedimentary -->
Metamorphic: the chaperone sings "Under pressure, um ba ba be de day da" as the students pass
under their arms. Metamorphic --> Igneous: the
chaperone screeches, "I'm melting" wicked-witch
style. Igneous --> Sedimentary: the chaperone
chants, "Break it down" as the students pass.
Rockity Rock Rock Rock
Split students into groups of 3. Demonstrate the
same sedimentary - igneous - metamorphic motions as in the "Rock Cycle Circle." When you call
out a type of rock, students have to find their group
of 3 and complete the motion before you can call
out "Rockity, Rock, Rock, Rock." You can also play
the game as a whole group, rather than in 3s.
Rock Hounding
Rock hounding allows students to more closely explore radiolarian chert and other rocks in the area.
Give students free time to safely explore and look
for rocks. They can work on their own or in pairs.
Students can borrow hand lenses from you to look
more closely at rocks, and carefully use a hammer
to split and chip rocks after wrapping them in a
cloth to make sure shards don't go flying around.
After giving students some time to explore, gather
as a group for each student share.

Wrap-up:

Discuss how chert and other local rocks were important to early inhabitants, and how these rocks
provide an important place to attach or hide for
intertidal organisms. Recent glaciation -- and
therefore shallow topsoils above the bedroock -even affect terrestrial life. Look for a spruce tree
with noticeable "pancake" roots. On the way back
from China Poot Bay, stop at the Ghost Forest to
see evidence of the 1964 earthquake.
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